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1.

Introduction and Report Purpose

ADB signed a grant agreement [Grant 0242 Lao (SF)] in 2011 with the Lao PDR government
to provide $20 million under ADB-GMS funding for the Lao component of the Greater
Mekong Sub-region Biodiversity Conservation Corridors Project (BCCP). In 2016, ADB
signed a further grant agreement [Grant 0488 Lao (SCF)] for additional financing (AF) of
$12.84 million funded under the Forest Investment Program for BCCP.
The objective of the Project is to establish sustainably managed biodiversity corridors linking
four National Protected Areas (NPAs) in the three southern provinces of Champasak,
Attapeu and Sekong. Project activities include not only support for afforestation and forest
protection, but also efforts to improve villager livelihoods and provision of small-scale village
infrastructure. Under BCC-GMS, activities are being implemented in 651 villages in five
districts (Pathoumphone in Champasak; Sanamxay and Phouvong in Attapeu; and Dak
Cheung and Kaleum in Sekong).and under BCC-AF, 172 villages in Phouvong and Dak
Cheung.
In Grant Covenant - Schedule 4, para. 2, it states that: “the Recipient shall ensure that the
Project facilities are constructed and operated in compliance with the Recipient’s applicable
environmental laws and regulations and ADB’s Safeguard Policy Statement (2009), and that
no Subproject with significant adverse environmental impacts is financed under the Project.
In particular, the Recipient shall ensure that Subprojects are carried out in accordance with
environmental assessment procedures provided in the environmental assessment and
review framework, and the respective Subproject environmental management plans as
agreed between the Recipient and ADB”.
There are 11 types of BCC Infrastructure subprojects identified by the communities. The
most requests were for improved the community meeting halls (10), road improvementaccess and internal village roads (11), school and kindergarten class rooms (11) and water
supplies (13). All subprojects relate to improving community facilities, as shown in Table 1.
Table 1: Type of Infrastructure Subproject
Number

Project Type

Number of SubProjects Planned

Percentage (%)

1
2
3
4

Community Meeting Hall
Ford
Health Centers/Clinics
Paddy Development

10
1
3
2

15
2
5
3

5
6
7
8

Irrigation works
Road Improvement-Internal village
Road Improvement- Village access
Sanitation

3
11
6
3

5
17
9
5

1

At start of project in 2012 there were 67 BCC-GMS villages but were reduced to 65 when 2 villages were
relocated
2
Originally listed as 20 villages in feasibility study which were later grouped to be 17 administrative villages

1

9
10
11

School & Kindergarten rooms
Teacher/Patrolling house
Water supply
Total Sub-Projects

11
2
13

17
3
20

65

100

For each of the subprojects a rapid environmental impact assessment was conducted during
the feasibility studies and potential environmental issues and mitigation measures were
reported within an environmental monitoring and management plan (EMP). The
environmental safeguards were included in the EMP with the environmental monitoring to be
undertaken by the supervisors during the routine construction inspections and based on the
actual site conditions, to be reported in a semi-annual environmental monitoring report.
The livelihoods development program aims to improve the living conditions and incomes
of households in all BCCP villages with the local authorities and villagers trained in
implementation supporting of consultant and national experts. Under BCC-GMS each village
selected its priority requests for livelihoods development which included livestock raising
(chickens, goats, pigs), and economic cash crops (rice, vegetables, corn, spices). In
additional a village development fund (VDF) of $5000 was established from which villagers
can loan amounts to support extension of agricultural activities or other business
development. The livelihoods programme under BCC-AF has yet to commence and is to be
supported by a service provider which as at Dec 2017, has yet to be appointed.
The afforestation program includes a few activities supporting planting (bare land and
enrichment), Assisted Natural Regeneration (ANR), awareness raising, and patrolling to
improve conservation and protection of forest resources in the corridors.. Within this
program, 44 target villages in the three provinces (25 villages in Sekong province, 11
villages in Attapeu and 8 villages in Champasak) are involved with the planting and ANR
activities. .This program is an important part of the objective to support the main GoL’s goal
to achieve 70% forest cover by the year 2020. To date approximately 1700 ha has been
planted with over 600 ha established under ANR.
The patrolling program objective is to prevent and reduce illegal logging, hunting of wildlife
and NTFP exploitation, and to maintain a register with evidence of perpetrators of such
activities in the biodiversity corridor. Concentrating on 36 BCC priority villages in the five
districts in three provinces, patrolling began in 2014 (7 villages in Attapeu, 14 villages in
Sekong and 15 villages in Champasak). An additional 15 villages under BCC-AF are
scheduled to commence patrolling in Dec 2017.
For the infrastructure sub-projects, the feasibility studies, detailed designs and initial
construction supervision (November 2016 to March 2017) were undertaken by Fraser
Thomas Ltd, infrastructure consultant (IC). As part of their services, training in environmental
monitoring was conducted for the infrastructure construction supervisors in November 2016
and in March 2017 for the Provincial Environmental Officers, appointed to report compliance
in accordance with the Grant Covenant.
This report is the July to December 2017 environmental monitoring report prepared by the
Project, with the assistance of the GIC National Environmental Safeguards Specialist.
Whereas the January to June 2017 environmental monitoring report included only
inspections and assessment of the infrastructure sub-projects, this report includes also the
other three programs.
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2.

Project Activity Implementation Status

2.1

Infrastructure Sub-projects

In total 65 infrastructure subprojects are being constructed under BCC-GMS in the 5 districts
in the three Project Provinces. There is no infrastructure planned under BCC-AF apart from
some paddy development as part of the agricultural support program and some rehabilitation
of very small irrigation projects. Construction under BCC-G<MS started in May 2016 with 5
sub-projects but the main activities started in Nov. As at mid-November, 2017, 61 were
reported as being completed pending final quality check and within the defects liability
period, and for further 4, construction is ongoing. Champasak province has 21 subprojects,
(completed 19, ongoing 2); Attapeu province has 22 subprojects (completed 22); Sekong
province has 22 subprojects (completed 20, ongoing 2), as given in Table 2.
Table 2: Infrastructure Subproject construction status as at mid-Nov 2017
Province

Project Type

Champasak

Community Meeting Hall

No. of Projects

Construction
Progress
-

Completed

1

Contract
signed
-

Ford (water course crossing)
Health Centers/Clinics
Irrigation works
Road Improvement-Internal village

1
1
3
1

-

2
-

1
1
1
1

Road Improvement- Village access
School & Kindergarten rooms

8
4

-

-

8
4

Water supply

2

-

-

2

21
7

0
-

2
-

19
7

Paddy Development

1

-

-

1

Road Improvement-Internal village

5

-

-

5

Sanitation

1

-

-

1

3
2
3
22
2

0
-

0
1

3
2
3
22
1

2
1
3
2
4

-

1
-

1
1
3
2
4

8
22
65

0
0

2
4

8
20
61

Champasak Sub-Total
Attapeu
Community Meeting Hall

School & Kindergarten rooms
Teacher/Patrolling house
Water supply
Attapeu Sub-Total
Sekong
Community Meeting Hall
Health Centers/Clinics
Paddy Development
Road Improvement-Internal village
Sanitation
School & Kindergarten rooms
Water supply
Sekong Sub-Total
Grand Total

Subprojects located in the different districts and provinces are designed and implemented in
conformity with the local area, environment and landscape, and this impacts on the
monitoring requirements and budgets. The extent of the Project is shown in Figure 1: Project
Location.
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Figure 1: Project Location

2.2.

The Afforestation Program

In Sekong Province, 437 ha of planting has been completed under BCC-GMS and 125 ha
under BCC-AF. In addition 600 ha is under ANR to date and a further 2500 ha is planned.
In Attapeu Province, 733 ha has been planted under BCC-GMS and 95 ha under BCC-AF.
The ANR area currently covers 507ha with a further 1500 ha planned. Most of the ANR
planed in 2018 and 2019 is in Vongvilai and Nam Kong village clusters in Phouvong District..
In Champasak Province, 8 villages of Pathoumphone district established ANR of 250 ha in
2017 and plan a further 250 ha in 2018.
2.3

The Livelihood Program

The 21 villages of Pathoumphone District, implemented mostly livestock raising, paddy rice
improvement, local fruit planting, and house gardens. The 14 villages of Dakcheung District
and 10 villages in Kaleum selected livestock raising, vegetable, ginseng and cardamom
development activities. In the 22 villages in Attapeu (18 villages in Sanamxay District and 4
in Phouvong District), activities focused on livestock raising, house gardens and cardamom
production.
2.4

The patrolling program,

Village patrol teams were established in all 67 villages in the Project in 2013 / 14 and basic
training was provided in law enforcement and wildlife monitoring. Progress on protection of
4

the natural resources in the corridors has included confiscation of illegal wood, wildlife
traps/snares and vehicles used for illegal activities and the issue of warnings to perpetrators.
It was reported that in Champasak over 100 warnings have been issued but to date no fines
have been issued or prosecutions made. For Sekong and Attapeu all infringements to date
have also been dealt with at village or District level without prosecution.
Table
3: villages
Number
of Priority
BCC-GMS
Villages on Patrolling Program in Champasak,
No of priority
in Champasak,
Sekong
and Attapeu Provinces
Sekong
and
ີ່ ເປັ ນAttapeu
ຈານວນບ
າ
ບາ
ດ ຈາປາສ
ໍ
ໍ
ັກ, ເຊກອງ ແລະ ອ ັດຕະປື
້ ນທ
້ ນບຸລິມະສິProvinces
Provinces

District

Name of villages

Champasak

Remark

15
KiatNgong
Houay Ko
Thopsok
Sanote
Thahou
Thongpha
Phathoumphone - 15
villages

LaoNgar
Villages identified in biodiversity assessment

Somsouk
Nabone
Tavang
TaOng
Phalay
Khonthout
KengNanyOng
Kala

Sekong

14
Kalo
Arok-Ariew

In Kaleum district there is Arok-ariew village that includes Kalo
village that is priority area for patrolling. So DPMO of Kaleum
district requested for priority village for patrolling. So in Kaleum
district there are 7 villages

Chateu
Kalum - 7 villages

Pala
Achinggagel
Tavang
Panone
Daklan
Dakdian-Dakrou
Dakrou

Darkcheung - 7 villages

DaktaOng (Daktaoknoy)
Daktaokyai
DakDom

Villages identified in biodiversity assessment

Dakmam
Attepeu

District

In Daktaong village there are two groups (Daktaoknoy and
Daktaokyai), In Dakdian-dakrou village there are two groups
(Dakdian and Dakrou). So that in Dakcheung district there are 7
villages for priority villages to patrol

7
Phouyang

Phouvong - 3 villages

NamSouan

Villages identified in biodiversity assessment

Lamong
NamKong-TaNgao
Sanamxay - 4 villages

Sompoy
These three villages proposed by District

PhonsaAt
HadOudon
Total no. priority villages

36

Success of the patrolling activities depends on reliable execution of activities, measuring,
recording and reporting by the patrolling teams and follow-up by the districts. . The selected
high priority villages under BCC-GMS are provided with GPS equipped cameras for using on
the monthly patrols and for eh BCC-AF villages, GPS and camera equipped tablets are
provided for improved data transfer, monitoring and response.
5

3.

Environmental Assessment and Management Plans

3.1

Infrastructure Sub-projects Rapid Assessment

Based on a review of the rapid environmental assessment and management plans (EMP)
prepared for the infrastructure subprojects by the IC during the feasibility studies phase, it
was concluded that only minimal environmental impacts could be expected from these smallscale infrastructures. The general environmental assessment for each main type of
infrastructure is described below:
(i) Roads (access and internal village road)
Environmental impact during the Project design identified no significant
environmental impact due to the use of laterite sources in borrow pits owned and
approved by the district public work and transport office. Transportation from the
borrow pit to the project site is minor create of the dust and noise due to the short
distance of using the laterite source and short time activity during the construction
phase.
The construction works involve the spreading materials or the stockpiling of
materials will only be temporary constraint to moment along the road. Dust and noise
nuisance are also minor and temporary impact, and those impacts could be mitigated
through EMP. Safety concern during the road construction shall be limited and
associated only during the drainage culvert construction and materials transportation.
(ii) Village Water Supply
The potential environmental impact from the location selection during the design
would reflect to preventing the indirect impact to other land, material selection,
timber, sand and gravel source locally, ground water treatment system design, water
source and stream selection, water quality and sustainable water flow and preventing
the forest area.
The short construction period is to have a minor land clearance, timber and module
of formwork, groundwater drilling/dumping may occur in the limited project area,
potential noise impact could be mitigated in the EMP, the stockpiling and spreading
of road construction materials in the proper and designated location, the potential oil
spillage may accidently occur during the implementation and installing the water
supply system. Water quality checking may require for secure the potential impact to
the user in the long term.
(iii) Buildings (school, health center, market place, village meeting hall,
teacher’s house and patrolling house)
All the subproject buildings had been located within the available space and
approved by the NPMO and district authority offices.
Project design could reflect the environmental impact which relate to proper manage
of the material sources (such as the gravel, sand, brick and timbers); relate to the
grey water treatment system in the building, septic tank system design.
The construction period will be minor and temporary impacts due to the short time
activities on the land leveling, building platform preparing, formwork, temporary
shelter and toilet, material transport,
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The environmental impacts are likely from dust and noise, construction waste and
potential illegal timber product use, while most cases can be mitigated before and
during construction stage.
(iv) Irrigation and irrigation maintenance
The potential environmental impact related to the construction work is considered to
be a minor impact. The dust, noise, transporting the material across to the Project
pilots may cause the access compact road through the villager’s land and paddy field
by the heavy vehicle/equipment. During the construction may generate the domestic
wastes and fuel spillage which it required to have the proper conducting the
mitigation measure under the EMP. The potential land disturbing and soil erosion
during the earth work, this shall be treated by having the initial consultation with the
local authorities and villagers officially, and to ensure all local participants completely
understanding on the Project’s conception and potential environmental impact.
(v) Sanitation
The reflecting of the Project design is to preventing impact of the material use and
transport which of that would operate under the provincial/district authority approval,
the approved factories would be presented and accessed by the local authorities.
The location was selected and approved the available space of the community area,
where shall not reflect to the water course nearby the Project area.
The potential impact of the transport material access and exist to the village will
temporary disturb the local community and environment, and could create the dust
and noise nuisance during the construction. Any subject to change or revise the
design/drawing or/and plan shall be agreed with the District supervisor and report to
the BCC Coordinator. Safety concerning during the earth excavation for soak tanks
may be minor and those potential impacts could be mitigated through the EMP.
(vi) Ford (bridge)
The ford subproject is to work on the existing alignment and footprint of the present
failed ford and approaches. The rehabilitation work of failed ford would not lead the
negative environmental and social impact due to fact of restore work has a safe
passage of vehicles and local transportation along the 32km away from the district
center heading toward to southern crossing of Houay Khinok.
The potential use of timber for formwork, temporary shelter and toilet, and the
temporary water flow during the temporary diversion drainage will not reflect to
having the significant environmental impact.
(vii) Paddy field and bund development
The potential project selection and land improvement method is an important design
stage, the potential environmental and social impact shall be considered and
assessed during the design period. The Project area shall prevent the conflict of land
use and management, clear compensation (if need), agreement make among the
District supervisors and BCC coordinators and villagers. In case of the large area
development may require to process the necessary environmental assessment
or/and feasibility study.
During the land improvement, the technical support would be considered under the
environmental friendly; preventing the indirect impact to the nearby water course due
7

to the use of chemical, pesticide materials; and the potential erosion and sediment
may occur.
The detailed design and drawings were finalized taking due consideration of the above and
agreed with the respective agencies involved. Good understanding among their technical
supervisors, the IC, as well as the provincial and district Project officers was considered
necessary and undertaken.
Although only minor impacts were determined, close monitoring during construction and
comprehensive final checking of the completed works, plus determination of appropriate
operation and maintenance (O&M) requirements such as the need for waste management,
wastewater discharge limit, pest and odour control, and preparation of O&M plans were
identified as important management activities.

3.2

Other Activities
(i) Forestry Program (Planting and ANR)
The selection of the locations for forest planting (enrichment and bare land) and ANR
is very important and is based on the target outputs. Although the objectives overall
under BCCP are environmental and biodiversity improvement, there are always
potential environmental concerns with its implementation. The areas selected must
be agreed with all relevant authorities and the villages, and confirmed that the areas
are in accordance with the relevant guidelines prepared by the Project.
The forestry activities are natural systems and follow the seasons from seed
collection, establishment of nurseries and planting. Apart from very light applications
of chemical fertilizers to promote growth in some species in the nurseries no other
chemicals (fertilizers, insecticides, fungicides etc) are used in the forestry activities.
The potential issue during forestry is with land preparation for planting and land
demarcation such as fires, soil disturbance, damage to existing trees and human
activity during the follow-up forest maintenance activities and ANR patrolling.
Disturbance of wildlife habitats also needs to be avoided during planting, patrolling
and maintenance periods. Guidelines addressing these potential negative
environmental aspects have been prepared, training for Gov’t and villagers involved
provided and the forestry work monitored to check compliance.
(ix) Patrolling Program
The patrolling program follows the plan for law enforcement prepared in 2015 for
BCCP villages, in which the steps required for implementation were outlined. Of
importance is the requirement for the local communities to prepare forest
management plans with agreed regulations from which the key areas for patrolling
are identified in order to achieve concrete output and impacts.
Negative environmental impacts from the patrolling teams themselves are not
envisaged under the patrolling programme provide the Project guidelines and village
regulations are followed i.e. respect for the trees, wildlife, water and soils. To create
awareness of these aspects, induction / pre-patrolling training was conducted with
periodic refresher courses given as follow-up to which all patrolling team members
and supporting officers were required to attend. Fire control during cooking, hunting
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wildlife for food, waste disposal, littering and chemical use during the patrolling (page
10 of patrolling plan 2015) were topics covered.
Reports from the patrolling teams on their observations are submitted regularly to the
districts with onwards submission to the Provinces. The target is to report monthly
but in reality reports every two to three months are more common. These reports
include not only any unauthorized activity which may have negative environmental
impacts (eg illegal logging) but also wildlife sightings and other general observations.
(x) Livelihood Program
The livelihood program activities are selected by the villagers from many options able
to be supported under the Project. Agreements are reached after ensuring a good
understanding is achieved between the participating households and all relevant
authorities. The activities offered include livestock raising, vegetable planting, home
gardening, ginseng, rice development, fruit production and cardamom planting,
amongst others.. The village programs have been provided to the villager and
individual households to implement in order to improve incomes, nutrition and overall
living standards of the households.
Natural production methods are promoted and very limited use of chemicals or
pesticides are encouraged. Vaccinations are essential and therefore used for
livestock raising. Environmental concerns involve hygiene around the village area
with the livestock such goats and pigs. The village environments are required to be
monitored and monthly reports provided by the district supervisors and submitted to
the coordinator to the provincial office. Information should be shared with the routine
program monitoring by the district supervisor (health and hygiene office) and they
should join together for providing training for village and community groups.
As for the infrastructure activities, although only minor impacts are determined for these
activities, close monitoring during implementation is an essential management activity.

4

Environmental Management Plan

An environment management plan (EMP) was prepared for the infrastructure development
but not for the forestry, livelihood and patrolling activities. These activities were seen as
having little negative impact and any foreseen issues were addressed in their respective
implementation guidelines.
However, for Project consistency, based on the infrastructure development program EMP,
the potential environmental issues for the forestry, livelihood and patrolling activities have
been added. The revision of the environmental management plan (EMP) for BCCP has been
finalized in Table 4: Potential Environmental Management Plan.
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Table 4: Potential Environmental Management Plan
Potential
Environmental
Problem Area
Location selection
Residential agriculture
and common property
land

Land management,
selected forest
Design
Choice of materials
and source

Adequacy of drainage
facilities
Land and site stability,
erosion, and
inundation

Potential
Environmental Issues

Proposed Mitigation Measures

Responsibility for
Implementation

Temporary access road
to the paddy field and
irrigation

Provincial and District office had been
conducted the land management and
providing the land use permission and
required agreement with the plan before
implementation

Infrastructure
consultant(IC),
Provincial and
District office

Insufficient land
management, ambient
shifting cultivation

Providing the re-plating and ANR program by
having the villager’s participation. To select
the degraded forest area and to research out
the possibility of land improvement.

GIC, Provincial
and District office

Use of the legal forest
product and approved
laterite source by
Government

Wood and timber products only from PAFP
approved suppliers.

Infrastructure
consultant(IC),
Provincial and
District office

Disruption to local
people and potential
increasing od the
sediment/erosion
Unstable land as a
result of the subproject
design. Unmanaged
overland storm flows
and erosion. Flooding of
site and/or adjacent
land as a consequence
of the subproject design
and implementation.
Potential chemical use

Explore and survey nearest laterite source to
avoid the long transport, and to ensure with
approved documentation exist.
Provision of adequately designed drainage
and clearance after completion of
construction

IC with district
officers and village
authority

Provision of adequately designed drainage.
Low-cost bio-engineering works to ensure
land stability and control erosion and
sediment. Design and provision of drainage
channels and outlets to prevent/relieve
potential flooding.
Limited the unnecessary activity outside the
project.

IC with district
officers and village
authority

The chemical and hazardous materials shall
be prohibited to use in any activities of the
programs.
Construction / Implementation and Operation Phase
Potential
Potential
Proposed Mitigation Measures
Environmental
Environmental Issues
Problem Area

GIC with district
officers and village
authority

Construction of civil
works, pavement and
building structures

Contractor, IC
work inspector.

Natural habitat

Noise and vibration
nuisance.

Properly planning, limit working hours, not
allow working at night time. Not allow
working out of the Project’s area.

Dust nuisance and
health risk
Spillage of oil and fuels
from equipment or
temporary
workshop/storage

Wetting of surface during the dry season
Cover in specification.
Store in bunded and covered area.
Check and repair oil, fuel and hydraulic fluid
leakages for equipment.
Prevent flow to water courses.
Have adsorbent material (sand or sawdust)
available to absorb spillage for safe removal.
Limited the unnecessary activity outside the
project.
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Responsibility for
Implementation

Contractor, IC
work inspector

Quarry and borrow pit

Planning of operation to reduce the
disturbing people.
Avoidance of noisy operations during night
time and nearby important wildlife.
Cover in specifications. Explore and survey
nearest laterite source and careful siting
borrow pits.
Cover and spray water on the stockpiles and
exposed laterite construction to layer dust
Contractor’s safety plan, safety provision in
contract, issuance of safety apparel.

IC consultant with
district officers

Provisions for high standard of management
in construction area and temporary toilet and
storage sites.
Dumping, stockpiling and spreading of road
construction materials in safe location.
Provision training and induction to the new
comers and villagers on the waste
management (waste collection, prohibit of
burning, hygiene sanitation and others)

Contractor, IC
work inspector

Chemical and pesticide
pollutant

Verification of implementation, including
hazardous waste inventory; visual inspection
of facilities, storage areas, and spill response
kits; and reporting and response to
hazardous spills and leaks.

GIC, Provincial
and District officers

Disturbing the natural
habitat during the
patrolling and
reforestation and
Potential chemical use

Implement a wildlife incident reporting
system for contractors and villagers to report
wildlife encounters and illegal activities
involving poaching or harvesting of
TFPs/NTFPs. The chemical and hazardous
materials will be prohibited to use in any
activities of the programs.
In case of finding UXO in the action area, the
inspector immediately report to the district
supervisor and related district authorities
shall be informed to process the next step of
UXO finding. Preventing the bomb area and
detour the planting channel while waiting for
the official informing of district authorities.

GIC, Provincial
and District officers

Dust, nuisance and
health risks as above.
Using existing laterite
sources of district.

Safety issue
Depots and temporary
worker shelters and
toilet

Danger or risk to
workers and local
people
Nuisance to local
people. Spread of
infectious diseases from
construction workers to
local people.
Domestic waste

Cattle and patrolling
shelter

Land improvement

Wildlife and natural
habitat

Bombing

UXO finding in the
planting area

5.

Environmental Monitoring Results

5.1

The Environmental Monitoring Review

Contractor, IC
work inspector.

GIC, Provincial
and District officers

Provincial and
District officers

The review approach involved a visit by the the GIC National Environmental Safeguards
Specialist (NESS) to the PPMOs (Champasak, Attapeu and Sekong province), to hold
discussions with BCCP Provincial Coordinators and environmental officers and then in each
of the districts with the district construction supervisors. The provincial and district staff were
requested to bring all data (including photos) they had on hand to the meetings and through
discussion, the NESS would evaluate the situation with each sub-project site.
Therefore, for this review, the environmental monitoring checks were based on information
from (i) site notes from the district office and village record books until April 2017 made by IC
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and thereafter by agency supervisors (ii) secondary information from PPMO and district
supervisors through personal discussions, and (iii) limited actual field monitoring to selected
sites from 06 – 15 November 2017 by the NESS. Only selected sites were able to be visited
within the planned field schedule time-frame.
Following the discussions, 8 sites were selected for field checking, representing the different
types of infrastructure. Basically, most of the subprojects are quite similar in design and are
only slightly adjusted based on the actual location and local community. The schedule for the
visit and list of the persons met are attached in Annex 1 to 5 which includes the Summary on
Field Monitoring Report by GITEC NESS. Selected photos from the site visits are given in
below item and in Annex 4: Field Photos and Comments.
5.2

Compliance with Monitoring Inspection Activities

The environment monitoring inspection responsibilities were shared between the IC
supervisors (until end March 2017) and the agency supervisors, thereafter. Handover of
construction supervision from the IC to the responsible agencies took place on 7 April 2017.
Training in environmental monitoring for the provincial and district officers was undertaken
for the environmental officers by the IC in November 2016 and again in March 2017.
However, the environmental monitoring (and site supervision) in the period July to November
2017 was not undertaken at the frequency and quality levels expected. During this second
environmental monitoring follow-up survey in 2017, the district authorities had not been
regularly monitoring the infrastructure program activities including the environmental
inspections. This was reported by the PPMOs / Districts as being due to several reasons, the
main one being no official appointment of the environmental officers (within PoNRE) by
PAFO. The other aspects identified include insufficient understanding and capacity for
undertaking the work by the appointed staff and lack of approved budgets3. Neither the
environmental officers nor the construction supervisors were invited by the PPMOs to attend
the sub-project supervision handover meetings in April 2017 and hence specific monitoring
instructions and logistics (budgets, support facilities, etc) requirements were not passed on
and agreed at that time.
From the site visits and discussions, it was concluded that the environmental monitoring
provided by each district was still not sufficient. This was reportedly due to:
•
•
•

the interruption from the lack of budget and lack of vehicles for regular monitoring
unclear handover and insufficient training being provided to the provincial and district
supervisors by those staff who attended the trainings provided by the IC, and
confusion in the change of department mandate and responsibility among PAFO and
PoNRE.

In fact, training was provided in Nov 2016, Mar 2017 and again instructions were given
during handover in April 2017 to the PPMOs. However, during this follow-up, it was again
found that staff had been assigned by the management to supervise the works without
adequate briefing which showed management failings. In addition, due to the lack of
agreement from PAFO for inter-agency cooperation among PAFO and PoNRE, the
environmental monitoring has not been continuously implemented as expected.
After the field visit by the NESS in June 2017 and again during this second visit, it is hoped
that improved understanding has been achieved by the PPMOs and districts and in future
the environmental monitoring records and reporting from the Provincial and District offices
3

This point is disputed by the NPMO who report that budgets for 2017 are approved
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will be provided as per Project requirements. In particular, the capacity of Sekong had been
improved with more understanding on the environmental monitoring concern but further
improvement of the reporting and actual inspections are required. The NESS provided the
practical environmental monitoring forms for actual inspection on site (see Annex 6)
5.3

Assessment of Environmental Impacts and Mitigation Measures

From July to November 2017( 2nd environment monitoring mission), responsibility for the
field supervision work was under the Provincial and District authorities. Observations during
this 2nd environment monitoring mission were the construction phase which many of the
construction have completed but some of the subproject activities were not being undertaken
in accordance with acceptable EMP due to the lack of the concern to environmental impact
by contractor and lack of supervision from district supervisors; which of those were reflected
the lack of budget and monitoring period. But somehow the potential environmental impact
are not the high risk issues and there could be mitigated by actual supervision on site.
Photographs taken during the visit are given in section 5.4 with the environmental impact
and mitigation measures had been summarized in Table 5.
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Table 5: Compliant and Non-Compliant Issues (July to November 2017)
No

Subprojec
t type

1

Location
selection

2

Material
Selection

3

4

Potential issue

No

Potential
impact

Specific Mitigation
Measures

Compliance
Attained
(yes, No,
Partial)
Yes

Comment on
Reasons for NonCompliance

Issue for Further Action

_

No

Status
(Completed,
Ongoing,
Pending)
Completed

No

Refer to the district
land management
plan and community
consideration.

Lack of official
documentation in
district level

Not meet
standard

Initial exploration of
the local materials
eg nearly laterite
borrow pits

Yes

-

No

Completed

Final
design

District supervisor
could not understand
the specific design
after handover

Not meet
standard

Partial

-

Finalized
design for
actual
implement
a-tion

District supervisor
could not understand
the specific design
after handover

Not meet
standard

Agreement among
the NPMO,
Consultant, PPMO
not explained /
understood by the
District Supervisors
Supervisor at site
need to have
sufficient capacity
for checking the
design and giving
advice on site.

Partial

Insufficient capacity of
the district supervisor,
which of them may not
able to supervise
specifically matter

Central and Provincial
office should be prompt
in providing the related
documentation to the
district level with more
training in its use
Require more improving
the capacity of the
District supervisors in
order to understand the
design and advise on site
properly and timely.

Completed for the
infrastructure and
ongoing for the
livelihood and
reforestation
program
On going.

Clearing as per
design and follow
consultants
supervision
schedules
Simple informing all
parties

Partial

Less care on the tree
and boundary
demarcation and
general supervision

The remaining trees and
young trees to be
assisted and grown
carefully.

On going

Partial

Lack of some
participatory from the
all related sector

Increasing the
cooperation period

On going

Design

Construction
Champasak Province
5
Community
Meeting Hall

6

Ford (water
course crossing)

No site
clearing plan
and no
methodology

Not meet
standard

Lack of
cooperation

Insufficient data

1

7

Health Centers
/Clinics

Lack of
understanding
in the detail
design
No monitoring
record

Not meet
standard

8

Irrigation works

9

Road
ImprovementInternal village
Road
ImprovementVillage access

No inspection
record

No evidence for
work progress

11

School &
Kindergarten
rooms

12

Livelihood activity

No site
clearing plan
and no
inspection
record
No concern on
the hygiene
issue

10

Frequent
inspections – follow
Consultant
recommendations
Frequent
inspections – follow
Consultant
recommendations
Regular quality
check and final
quality inspections

Partial

Insufficient outreach
the detail design to
district level

Partial

Cutting trees
without planting

Simple clearing and
refer to consultant
supervision

Partial

Potential sedimentation
and lack of quality
check based on the
detail design.
Less concern on the
detail design
particularly on erosion
control along the road
and culvert. Need onsite decisions in
accordance with actual
site conditions
No green area in the
school

Animal waste
inside the
village area

Provide the training
for simple waste
management,
drainage,
composting etc

Partial

Potential
impact

Specific Mitigation
Measures

Accident during
the work

Waste management
(waste o be
separated and
disposed
appropriately).
Electric connections
to comply with
safety standards i.e.

Compliance
Attained
(yes, No,
Partial)
Partial

No work in
progress

Partial

Improving the district
supervisor capacity and
increasing the site
inspection frequency
Increasing the inspection
frequency and
supervision quality

On going

Closely inspection on the
erosion along the culvert
and slope.
Increasing the inspection
frequency during the
quality check period.

Ongoing

Consider to replant the
tree and shall have fully
check the final inspection

On going

No concern and scatter
all waste around the
village and no limited
the location for the
stock.

Household should be
trained more by the
district supervisor on the
recycle waste to use for
household garden.

On going

Comment on
Reasons for NonCompliance

Issue for Further Action

Status (
Completed,
Ongoing,
Pending)
Ongoing

Pending – 2
irrigation sites ongoing

Attapeu province
No

Subprojec
t
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Community
Meeting
Hall

Potential issue

No concern on
safety

2

Less concern on the
construction waste
management

Request to have more
proper hazardous
management

plugs should not be
close to water
14

No issue

No issue

15

Paddy
Developme
nt
Road
Improveme
nt-Internal
village

Provide the general
training on land
management
General but careful
visual monitoring

Yes

No

Regular monitoring on
site

Ongoing

No monitoring record

No action in
progress

Partial

Propose to have a
technical quality checking
before final completion

Ongoing

Not meet the
standard

Roughly inspected.
Needs greater
frequency

Partial

No quality control
checking regularly, no
technical inspection on
site before 100%
checking.
Insufficient capacity to
understand the longterm impact by district
supervisor.
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Sanitation

Supervisor could not
follow the detail
design

Ongoing

Not well follow the
detail design

Not meet the
standard

Follow the design

Partial

Teacher/P
at-rolling
house

Not well follow the
detail design

Not meet the
standard

Follow the design

Partial

Improving the district
supervisor capacity and
increasing the site
inspection frequency.
Provide O&M / sanitation
training
Request to have a
closure document and
agreement on any
environmental concern to
be solve before 100%
technical inspection.
Recheck the detail
design and advise to
have a kitchen oil trap,
not allow the grease or
grey water direct
discharge to the natural
watercourse.

17

School &
Kindergart
en rooms

18

19

Water
supply

Improper technical
checking and lack of
OM

No long term
use of system

Partial

Livelihood
program

No concern on the
hygiene issue

Animal waste
inside the
village area

To be provided the
agreement and O&M to
the district and village
level
Household should be
trained more by the
district supervisor on the
recycle waste to use for
household garden.

Ongoing

20

Increasing the
inspect number and
to preparing the
O&M agreement
Provide the training
for simple waste
management

3

Partial

Request to improve the
pipeline of the water
supply, and no evident
of the environmental
report before checking
100%.
Pay more attention on
the specific design
compare to the actual
construction, all
facilities and
wastewater treatment
in the kitchen should
be included,
Insufficient capacity to
understand the longterm impact by district
supervisor.
No concern and scatter
all waste around the
village and no limited
the location for the
stock.

Ongoing

Ongoing

On going

21

Patrolling
activity

22

23

Reforestati
on
(planting
and ANR)

Lack of number of
patrolling

Potential forest
fires and wildlife
hunting

Cooking, smoking
and camping during
the patrolling need
to be prevented the
use of forest habitat
and wildlife.
Providing suitable
medicines, tents
and shelter during
the patrolling
particularly during
the rainy season
Increasing the
regular monitoring
the project area

Partial

Patrolling equipment
old used and
insufficient supplies
during the patrolling

Insufficient
inspector and
forester

Lack number of
monitoring and
follow up the
progress

Shifting
cultivation
approach

Potential
impact

Specific Mitigation
Measures

Waste
scattering in
the hall

Collect the
construction waste
properly and restore
site

Compliance
Attained
(yes, No,
Partial)
Partial

Not meet the
construction
standard

Follow the design
and quality
standards.
Supervise as per
instruction of IC
supervisors

Partial

Partial

Lack of induction of the
new team members
and villagers. The staff
always changes to
allow more persons to
collect per diems!!
Insufficient essential
medicines, /material
and equipment as
required by villagers

Increase induction
training before patrolling
and well prepare before
leaving for patrolling

Ongoing

To provide the suitable
medicines and shelter.
Regular check of the
quality and quantity of
the medicines and
shelter
To illustrate the latest
progress and condition of
the program.

Pending

Comment on
Reasons for NonCompliance

Issue for Further Action

No

Provide the poster of
recycle and re-use
materials presenting.
Increasing the monitoring
frequency

Status (
Completed,
Ongoing,
Pending)
Ongoing

No

Ongoing

Sekong Province
No

Subprojec
t

Potential issue

24

Community
Meeting
Hall

Waste management

25

Health
Centers/Cli
nics
Water
supply

26

-

-

Less
understandi
ng the detail
design
Insufficient
monitoring
on site

Partial

4

- District supervisor
have insufficient
capacity to
supervise the
Contractor on site.
- Less continuous
monitoring report to
the Provincial office.

- Improve the capacity of
the district supervisors
for better understanding
on the detail design.
- Increasing the
monitoring frequency
- All sites to be checked
to verify completion,

Ongoing

27

Paddy
Developme
nt

No Completion
document

Improper
handover
program

28

School &
Kindergart
en rooms

Lack of waste
management

- Waste
scattering in
the school
area

29

Patrolling
activity

Lack of number of
patrolling

30

31

Reforestati
on
(replanting
and ANR)

Complete the
agreement note with
the local authority
and villages
- Collect the
construction
waste within the
Project’s area

Partial

Partial

- No concern on the
waste management;
and waste scatters
around the
construction area
and nearby village
boundary

Potential forest
fires and wildlife
hunting

Cooking, smoking
and camping during
the patrolling need
to be prevented the
use of forest habitat
and wildlife.

Partial

Lack of induction of the
new team members
and villagers. No
reporting evidence in
the village level.
Frequent staff changes
to share per diems.

Patrolling equipment
old used and
insufficient supplies
during the patrolling

Insufficient
inspector and
forester

Partial

Insufficient essential
materials (medicines
and patrolling
equipment) as
required by villagers

Lack number of
monitoring and
follow up the
progress

Shifting
cultivation
approach

Providing the
suitable medicine
and shelter during
the patrolling
particularly during
the rainy season
Increasing the
regular monitoring
the project area

Partial

No

5

No

quality, operation and
O&M responsibilities
To provide the
agreement note relate
the environmental and
social concern
- Install the
construction fence as
possible

To increase the induction
training before patrolling
and well preparing the
necessary stuffs before
leave for patrolling. To
have the monthly or
quarterly
30reporting/recording
from field in the village
level.
To provide the suitable
medicine and shelter and
providing the regular
check of the quality and
quantity of the medicines
and shelter.
To illustrate the latest
progress and condition of
the program.

Ongoing

Ongoing

Pending

Pending

Ongoing

5.4

Selected Photos from Site Visits

5.4.1. Champasak Province, Pathoumphone District
1. Ban Thahood: Livelihood program and Irrigation System

The irrigation wall which the allowed bike to pass by.

The livelihood program ( goat feeding and household garden)

1

The pig waste and shit could be used for the garden in the back yard of the pig cage.

2. Ban Kieng Ngaun: Road Improvement program

The road improvement along Ban KiengNgaun had been completed and have no environmental
issue until present, the villagers are happy to have the better access road and facility.
5.4.2. Attapeu Province (Sanamxay and Phouvong Districts):
1. Ban Khanmaknao: Sanamxay District. Water supply completed construction, Livelihood and
NAR program – during the guaranty period

2

The water supply system and tank had been
installed and completed 100%.

The water tape of the water supply
system has been installed and completed.

The livelihood has been selected the chicken
feeding, unfortunately it has a seasonal disease
in 2017.

The used water from the tap water were
restored in the sediment pond and it was used
for the household garden.

The NAR program has a positive progress as a young fellow forest

3

2. Ban Nam Kong, Phouvong District: NAR and patrolling program

The dried leaves and steam were cleaned in The ANR activity has a progress implementing
order to prevent the fried. Action by all and it was acknowledged by the villagers and
environmental monitoring team of Phouvong patrolling people. The NAR area is the young
district supervisor by GITEC supervise, on 08 mixed forest and was conserved for the young
November 207.
tree to grown up.

5.4.3. Sekong Province (Kaleum and Dakcheung District):
1. Ban Songkhone, Kaleum district: Livelihood and Re-planting program- Met with Nai Ban

4

The livelihood program of each village is the The replanting and NAR programs at Ban
individual household program and it is a small sub- Songkhone, no used of the chemical material
program.
while only the cleaning work shall be
conducted twice a year.
The villager had brought the poultry with them during
the harvest period and return village after harvesting.

2. Ban Pamone, Kaleum district: to monitoring on the Livelihood, Replanting, Patrolling and
Water supply installation

The Panone village is a small village, it has a difficult road and far from the Kaleum district. The main
project is the water storage tank and its water tap in the village.

5

The goat feeding was selected in this village and it is The patrolling activity was recorded and
an individual household activity.
reported the progress to the district
supervisors and to provide all the data and
photo to the PAFO supervisor.

The replanting forest program at the grassland

After 2 years pass, the yount plants are not
different hieght and size.

3. Ban Dak Pla, Dakcheung district: Infrastructure (Sanitation), Re-planting, Livelihood, Sanitation –
Met with Nai Ban

The soil quality and plant area are allowed to have a positive progress, there is no use of chemical
and regular clearing is undertaken.

6

The sanitation completed the construction and it is on the guaranty period. The environment issue
had been observed, which the cleaning and hygiene concern was not intention by the villagers.

4. Ban Dak Dom, Dakcheung district: Infrastructure – Road Improvement- during the guaranty
period

The improvement road is the small program for supporting the village accessibility,
There is only one concern such as the erosion and sediment from the road and pipe-culvert, thus
the contractor was required to improve the road side, drainage and provide the embank around
the pipe-culvert.

7

5. Ban TaOcNoy, Dakcheung district: Livelihood program, completed and it is on the following up
period,
The young plants were
distributed to the village
household to plant in their own
selection area, the concern is the
outcome monitoring and
progress informing/reporting.

6. Ban Tangmee, Dakcheung district: Water supply (completed the construction, it is on the
guaranty period) and Livelihood program.

The village tank works regularly, the occasional
monitoring of the function needs. The head
storage tank was completed the installation,
there are two pipe-line was separated for two
zone of the village and the storage tank could
work well and provide a sufficient water.

The pipeline along the road and village area
should be well cover and have the sign board
for reminding and preventing any disturbing of
pipeline area.
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The water tap at the village and school should be regular clean and the contractor should provide
the gavel and small rock around the water tap platform in order to have a hygine condition.

The goat feeding was selected by the villagers at the livelihood program, the household goat feeding
was provided only one individual household for cycling handover program.
7. Ban Mung Ha and Dak Mun of Dakcheung district: Re-planting and ANR subprojects, nearby
watershed area

The re-planting and ANR program at Ban Dak Mun & Ban Dak Mung Ha have a positive impact on the
watershed area such as watershed protection and increasing the forest area.
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6

Summary of Key Environmental Issues

6.1

Key Issues Identified and Further Actions Required

From this monitoring survey mission to review the activity implementation from July to
November 2017, no significant environmental issues were found. However many low level
impacts were observed for which actions should be taken. For example, due to the rainy
season the road sides have erosion and roadside drains have sediment accumulation that
needs clearing and sanitary conditions are not being maintained around some of the
livelihood (livestock) activities and water supply systems.. The patrolling, planting and ANR
programs in progress are having positive impacts on the forest areas.
The Provincial and District supervisors are the key persons to encouraging implementation
of the environmental mitigation measures to rectify these small issues.
The issues identified of most concerns are:
-

environmental (such as waste management) and safeguard requirements (health and
hygiene ) was not adequately monitored;
low understanding of detail designs particularly wastewater and grey water treatment,
ignoring grease traps;
sediment, erosion control and soil disposal along roads, without proper management;
less concern on the indirect impacts after construction (hygiene, cleaning
construction waste),
no agreement recorded by all stakeholders on environmental compliance before
100% inspection (contract acceptance);
less consideration of site rehabilitation and/or replanting the green areas
(playgrounds, grassed areas, gardens, and trees), and
no detailed handover document with O&M manual for the receiving responsible
agency / community,
Lack of environmental monitoring in field data at the village level
Lack of traceability of materials used in the construction and other activities i.er
sources of wood, steel etc. and
Lack of feedback to villages from Districts (i.e. no reporting)

A summary report of the non-compliant issues that were identified during the site visits was
presented to the staff in the different Provincial and District Offices with the required actions
mentioned that need to be taken and expected to be observed during the next year
monitoring mission in May 2018. Table 6 briefly describes the required actions by the
specific local authorities.
Each completed subproject must have a formal contract acceptance and handover to ensure
all the environmental and social issues have been addressed and accepted by the village
and responsible support agency.
An official agreement for any residual environmental matter to be resolved must be
conducted at the same time as the 100% completion technical check, and those residual
issues listed must be resolved before payment of the final 10% retention.
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Table 6: Provincial and District Concerned Issue
Period/Province

Second
Semester
Monitoring from
July to Nov
2017
(2 SM)

Issue

•
•
•

Cause

Required
Action

Timing

Responsibility

The environmental monitoring report of the first semester reporting by GITEC.
There is still no completed environmental monitoring report from the provincial and
district supervisor
The district supervisor had a limited budget and plan for environmental monitoring and
lack of communication to the related environmental office caused of no informing and
plan from the province and central level.

Current issues
Champasak Province
Less monitoring
Pathoumphone
frequency
District

No budget

No specific
environmental
concern/monitoring
by the district
supervisor
No joining the
environment
monitoring, and no
sharing information
as request.

Insufficient
plan and no
informing by
the provincial
level
No plan and
not reach of
line informing

Less monitoring
frequency

No budget
allocation / no
approval

Insufficient
cooperation with
related
environmental
sectors
Insufficient district
supervisor in
charge at site work

No clear
mandate and
responsibility
after handover

Late informing
from the central to
provincial and
district level

Ignore of
communication
and informing
in line
organization

Less monitoring
frequency

No budget
allocation /
approval

Well prepare the
Quarterly
monitoring plan
and timely
Lesson learn from
the previous
implementation of
Consultant

3rd week of
end quarter
month

District office
and Provincial
office supporting

Monthly

District
supervisor

Pay more
intention to join
the monitoring
and provide the
required
document as
need

Monthly

District
supervisor and
provincial
cordinator

Well prepare the
Quarterly
monitoring plan
and timely
Well presenting
by the central
level to the
Provincial and
district level
Strongly
increasing the
district supervisor
capacity and
responsibility
Pay more
attention to
communicate with
the key sector
and provided
document as
need

3rd week of
end quarter
month

District office
and Provincial
office supporting

Before site
work
implementing

NPMO,
Provincial and
District
authorities

Initial
approaching

Provincial and
District
authorities and
supporting by
NPMO
Provincial and
District
authorities and
supporting by
NPMO

Well prepare the
Quarterly
monitoring plan
and timely

3rd week of
end quarter
month

Attapeu province
Sanamxay
and
Phouvong
Districts

Insufficient
human
resource and
capacity

On going

Sekong Province
Dakcheung
and
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District office
and Provincial
office supporting

Kaleum Districts

No specific
environmental
concern by the
district supervisor
Low understanding
on the English
version of detail
design

Lack of official
documentation
and reporting

6.2

Insufficient
Lesson learn from
training and
the previous
ignore
implementation of
environmental
Consultant
documentation
District
- Lesson learn
supervisor
from the
could
previous
understand the
Consultant
technical
- Closely
wording
cooperate with
the Provincial
authorities,
related
specialist and
Consultant for
supporting
Insufficient
To improve and
reporting
providing the data
capacity and
available in the
data recording village and district
on village and
level.
district level.

Weekly

District
supervisor

Weekly

NPMO,
Provincial and
District
supervisors, and
Consultant

Monthly

NPMO,
Provincial and
District
supervisors and
coordinators.

Local Authorities and Contractor Concerns

Current concerns from Provincial and District level on the environmental monitoring and
Construction Inspection District had been finalized as below:
Transportation concern:
The construction work was delayed and not continuous due to site accessibility issues. The
access road to the village is very far from the district, and during the rainy season roads are
not passable because of mud and erosion. The district supervisor reported that he/she has
no monitoring plan due to the lack of budget.
Environmental issue:
During July to November 2017, the environmental monitoring was transferred as on-the-job
training which was limited to those attending and did not involve all staff supervisors
assigned by the district office. The knowledge and capacity of the district coordinator and
supervisors for meeting the infrastructure, livelihood, reforestation, patrolling program
requirements including the environmental monitoring needs to be improved by increasing the
on-the-job-training.
Provincial and District supervisors should make more effort to improve the capacity in order
to better respond on the environmental safeguard obligations of the sub-projects and other
project programs, and to more strongly support the budget and other resources needed by
the assigned supervisors / environmental staff.
Contractor concerns:
(1) Very little communication from the village and district supervisors during the construction
until final check,
(2) Delayed payment for the completed project works. Documentation for payments is not
clear with repeated requests being made for more documents by Provincial and District
offices,
(3) The rainy season and road conditions delayed the construction in some villages.
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7.

Conclusions

7.1

Implementation of Environmental Monitoring and Management Measures

In general, the local authorities had focused on the progress of the physical construction,
replanting, ANR and livelihood activities and patrolling work; while paying less attention to
monitoring the environmental and social aspects. Currently, there are no major
environmental and social issues observed, but indirect impacts from the program activities
may occur which require monitoring and may require mitigation actions to be taken. During
this mission it was found that very low levels of monitoring and recording were being
undertaken,
The summary of the impacts from the BCCP activity impacts this period is given in Table 7.
Table 7: Summary of Environment and Social Impacts
Activities

Anticipated
Impacts
Sediment load and
erosion along the
culvert side and
drainage line.

Degree of Impact
None Low
Medium
x

Village water supply

Sediment and mud
load caused by
improper
supervision

-

-

x

Buildings (school,
health center, market
place, village meeting
hall, teacher’s house
and patrolling house)

Waste
management,
improper
supervision on the
design, improper
clearing, no proper
grease trap.
Sediment load
caused by
improper
supervision and
design

-

x

-

Sanitation

Waste
management,
improper
supervision on the
design, no proper
grease trap.

-

-

x

Ford(bridge)

Sediment load to
the water course

-

x

-

Roads (access and
internal village road)

Irrigation and irrigation
maintenance

-

x
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Mitigation Measures
Requirement
Final technical check
should be careful
inspected and proposed
to the Technical
Committee as possible
Closely inspection with
the Contractor particularly
during the ground work
and pipeline work.
And to advise the
Contractor providing the
clean boundary of the tap
water platform bunding
particularly preventing the
muddy flow in.
Provide the induction on
the waste management
and environmental
safeguard under the
subproject’s obligation.

Increasing the inspection
frequency and proper
supervision particularly on
the potential
sedimentation to the
downstream village.
Provide the induction on
the waste management
and hygiene controlling
and to advise the
Contractor providing the
clean boundary of the
sanitation platform
particularly preventing the
muddy flow in.
Provide the hard erosion
control by using the
riprap. Limit the use area
and initial inform the local

Paddy field and bund
development

No issue

Livelihood activities

Waste scattering
around the village
area, and livestock

Reforestation(replanting
and NAR) activities

Regular monitoring
on the progress
and environmental
concern as need

x

-

-

-

x

-

-

x

-

-

x

-

Patrolling work

authorities.
Prevent to limit use of
chemical material for soil
improvement. Prevent the
soil erosion nearby the
stream area.
Limit area of the livestock,
and required more
attention from the district
supervisor for following up
the progress and hygiene
environment. And to have
a report of recycling cattle
waste for household
garden.
Require to have a
monitoring (progress and
environmental issue)
record monthly in the
district level. And to have
a figure/map in the village
level.
Require to have a
monitoring (progress and
environmental issue)
record monthly in the
district. And to have a
figure/map in the village
level.

The environmental observations made during this second mission will be followed-up by the
NESS with the PPMOs to ensure timely mitigation has being taken to address the above
issues. The PPMOs and related responsible units need to take strong action and implement
the related EMP in close cooperation between the supervisors and refer to the GIC for
technical support and advice.

7.2

Recommendations

The general recommendations on the current environmental monitoring and management
undertaken by the Provincial and District authorities are:
-

Prepare the next semi-annual and quarterly monitoring plans and report actions
taken on recommendations from this mission. Provincial and District authorities
should prepare and submit reports to the NPMO on time for approvals and
implementing with the relevant agencies.

-

The Provincial and District supervisors need to undertake regular monitoring and join
monitoring with the Consultant both of the program activities and environmental
concerns.

-

The handover should provide sufficient time for training villagers / agencies to ensure
the successful handling of O&M by the local authorities.

-

Agreements must be reached between PAFO and PoNRE for assigned
Environmental Officer to collate and report on environmental safeguards compliance.
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-

The annual monitoring report of the Provincial and District level should be ready by
mid December 2017.

-

The district and provincial environmental monitoring should include all BCCP and FIP
activities and this needs to be addressed before the preparation of the next year
plan.

The specific concerns and recommendations are:
The Provincial and District levels are proceeding well with the construction work, livelihood,
reforestation and patrolling but somehow the environmental concerns have low priority
compared to the technical considerations. The recommendations are:
-

Improve more the district supervisor capacity by increasing the plan and budget for
conducting the on-the-job training for environmental and social impact documentation
and reporting,

-

Lessons learned from the previous training and practice by the IC to be addressed,

-

Well prepared quarterly monitoring plans by provinces and districts supervisors and
coordinators,

-

Well prepared and timely availability of support facilities and budgets,

-

Initial induction on the Project obligations made by the provincial and district
supervisors to all new contractors of the new programs,

-

NPMO and Provincial level should ensure with the district level would well
understanding on the detail design both in English and Lao version, and to ensure of
the sufficient monitoring budget plan by district coordinator participation,

-

Initial (pre-implementing) meetings held with contractor and village to advise on subproject designs, specifications and project quality and monitoring requirements,

-

Providing the technical, environmental and social safeguards inspections as need,

-

Completion of sub-project shall be placed in the site inspections book recording and
village book recording,

-

Cooperation with the village head and contractor in order to follow the progress,

-

Create individual site inspection which relate to the environmental issue and which
reflect to the local people,

-

The completion documents must include agreement among the Provincial, District,
village head and local responsible agencies on technical, environmental and social
safeguards compliance before 100% payment to contractor. Any environmental and
social issue shall be resolved before 10% retention payment is made to the
contractor.

-

The district and provincial coordinators should able to support and facilitate the
environmental monitoring period by providing the related environmental monitoring
report, informing the related office and supervisors before actual monitoring
schedule.

-

The district supervisor shall conduct the monitoring with the environmental monitoring
form (provided by GITEC specialist) into the monthly monitoring report which should
be able to share the provincial coordinator.
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Annexes:
Annex 1: Field Monitoring Report as prepared by GITEC Consultant, November 2017
Annex 2: BCC Infrastructure Component, Sub-project Status
Annex 3: Forestry Program of FIP+BCC Component, Sub-project
Annex 4: Site Visit Photos and Comments
Annex 5: The Participation List and Detail schedule on the Field monitoring, June to
November 2017
Annex 6: Environmental Monitoring/Inspection Form
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